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Check for red flags
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This could be as easy as their occupation is something you don't align with or they have young children and

you only work with corporate couples. Maybe even their budget is looking to be very unrealistic, you have the

ability to know that early enough to give them a call and adjust their budget expectations before you waste

their time and yours.  

Better understand their lives
The better you understand your clients and their lives the easier it becomes for you to serve them well and

exceed their expectation. If you know before meeting them that the wife is a midwife and the husband is a

tradie, you already know their sleeping schedules may be different so a door to the ensuite is a must in order

to not wake the other up. If you go into a meeting already knowing this they will be blown away at your

foresight and deep understadning of their needs.

Have all their details in one place
I personally save this filled out form everywhere! In my google files, a printed copy in their file, a link in my

phone contact and one in my project management software. This makes it super easy to find a little detail like

their address quickly and efficiently. This saves me the embarrassment of forgetting their kids names and I

refresh my memory in the car before entering a meeting to ensure I remember those little details that mean the

world to them. 

The client experience
Clients forget that they filled out this form, and that is amazing for you as the designer because every time you

roll up to a meeting with their favourite coffee they are surprised you remembered and they feel special that

you have taken the time to grab it for them. Also if you have ever received a gift from someone and its generic

wine you don't like, you appreciate the gift but it's not very special is it? So I ask their favourite snacks and

beverages so I can gift them something they actually love at the end of a project not some thing generic.

Direct access to Sav's carefully curated client questionnaire.
Years in the making free for you!



I ask my clients about their

occupation  to better

understand their meeting

availability and it's a great

topic of discussion and

small talk!

I ask my clients about their

occupation  to better understand

their meeting availability and it's a

great topic of discussion and

small talk!

I ask my clients kid's so I know

what sort of practical allowances

this home needs to have to

withstand the pressure certain

aged children have on it.

This is a good time to ask all the

marketing and advertising

questions to compile data about

how you get found by clients.

Invest back in those platforms!

To understand what you have

that your competitors don't. This

allows you to put more effort into

this area!
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This way you know that they

understand the process and if

not, you need to spend some

more time and care explaining it

to them.

This allows you to understand the

level of investment the clients

would be smart to make and help

them make decisions that are in

line with that. 

Easy way to compile info for client

gifts and avoid having to ask later 
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